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1 INTRODUCTION.
Due to obsolescence of software and hardware, digital and media artworks have,
compared to other artworks, a short lifespan. With this type of artworks, reacting is not an
option. As Bruce Sterling already pointed out in 2001: “When a piece of software decays, it does
not degrade like a painting, slowly and nostalgically. When a software fails it crashes; it means
the Blue Screen of Death.”1 Conservation of digital and media artworks knows only one rule: the
proactivity. It is just basic computer forensics common sense: if there is too much time between
two conservation efforts, the technological gap will be too huge to fill in to make the artwork
operate again: the knowledge, the skills, the people and the machines are gone. The article titled
Act (and not react), published by Morgane Stricot in 2014, gives an overview on anticipation
strategies which, in a nutshell, can be summarized as follow: “The answer to the question When
should we act is simple: when everything is going well.”2 When the artwork is performing
properly in its initial hardware and software ecosystem3. It means also when the operating
system or proprietary software are still supported by the companies that created them, hardware
pieces are still commercialized and the artist is available for questions. This is the most
convenient time to anticipate future technological changes and ask the artist about the possibility
of migrating the artwork to other formats. This initial version provides us with an essential
reference point before considering any conservation strategy. Its thorough documentation, its
storage in proper condition, the backup of any software components and the purchase of spare
parts are paramount in order to preserve the artwork in its initial state. Regular inspections and
technological watch are necessary to monitor the condition of the artwork and carry out updating
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or encapsulating treatment as soon as a software or hardware component is about to become
obsolete. To maintain the behavior and aesthetics of the artwork the closest to the initial version,
the technological jumps have to be as smallest as possible. The loss of the initial version
resulting for long period of inaction makes any conservation effort risky. Indeed, this inaction
increases the risk of technological discontinuities: the incompatibilities between the two
technological ecosystems constrain the conservation professionals to imitate the behavior of the
artwork with contemporary technologies rather than migrate it.
And yet, digital and media artworks have begun to disappear, letting their precious archives and
related knowledge dying with them. Whether we did not act soon enough or whether this type of
artworks did not receive enough attention from its own generation, this paper is not about what
we should have done. What is done is done, or rather not done in this case. Let’s focus instead on
what we can do now: retroactively anticipate. In this paper, we describe our experience in
duplicating and reconstructing computer-based and analogue video artworks. First of all, we
show how we are applying the duplication as retroactive preventive conservation strategy to
prevent early acquired artworks from disappearing. Then how, encouraged by the results of this
strategy and inspired by an artistic research-driven approach, we led experiment in media
archaeological reconstruction for disappeared artworks. Finally, three practical cases present the
outcomes of this experiment and how using media archaeological reconstruction helped us fulfill
different aims whether it is documentation, exhibition purposes or research. The common thread
throughout this article, is to answer the significant question: how can we absorb former new
knowledge and make it accessible to future generations?
2 MEDIA ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECONSTRUCTION OR SECOND ORIGINAL.
“All the variable media strategies, including re-interpretation and emulation, or
considering artworks as scores or recordings, are arguably based on an immaterialist conception
of art where the ambition is to preserve the ‘soul’ of the artwork, not the material ‘body’. Even
when the material conditions of the work are considered important or decisive, the hardware is
often sacrificed.”4 These updating processes often bring changes in the behaviors and aesthetics
of the artwork, even though they are mostly manageable. However, this updating strategy leaves
no room for historicity and chronology, thus preventing new generations of artists from
becoming part of their own media technical landscape.
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According to Emmanuel Guez, French media theorist, media archaeologist and specialist
of Friedrich Kittler, these preservation methods destroy the original code/material relationship by
focusing the care only on the source code. In his “Summaries of digital arts conservation and
restoration”, he argues that the notion of original writing seems to have disappeared. Indeed, by
using the reproducible nature of computer files and the possibilities of obtaining significantly
identical effects with different languages, artworks’ codes are rewritten or reinterpreted for
preservation purposes:
“It is true to say that any program can be reduced to binary and, at the end, to differences
in electrical voltages. In this sense, no work is ever obsolete. But every digital art artist is
first and foremost the explorer of his media, in this case the code, the material and the
networks. The sensible effects of the artwork result from a dialogue between the human
and the machine which is reflected in the very act of writing.”5
Consequently, how can we, conservation professionals, sneak into the code and change it to fit a
newer media technical environment for which it was never meant for. There is nothing neutral
about code, computer or media the artists used. They translate either how they envisioned future
technologies, either how business model or political strategies of the industrial world influenced
their productions. Emmanuel Guez refers to digital artworks as a stack of media archaeological
layers:
“Any work of digital art is a writing whose possibilities are conditioned by the machine.
In a computer, these conditions correspond to a stack of software, the lowest level of
which allows the transition from symbolic to real, i.e. electronic and electrical equipment.
Ontologically, a digital writing, artistic or not, whether it is sound, image, text or gesture,
or all of this at the same time, is based on a succession of layers, which, not only makes it
possible, but also gives it a meaning. However, the particularity of the digital artwork is
that it is dependent on the rules of the industry that apply to all layers. This is particularly
true for the network-based arts. A digital artwork is then nothing more than the product of
a relationship between the creations of an industrial world – that is, an economic, legal,
techno-scientific and political world – and an artist who came to explore its effects.”6
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How can we narrate this relationship through the reconstruction of disappeared digital
and media artworks? The second original is a possible answer. This concept, born within the art
collective PAMAL_Group (Preservation & Art – Media Archaeology Lab), focuses particularly
on the so-called original and what can be narrated through its reconstruction.
PAMAL_Group is a European artistic group, composed of artists, media theorists,
conservator-restorers and engineers7 who creates its own artworks based on disappeared or
severely damaged digital artworks. Its artistic research seeks to make visible the vulnerability of
an art form that is highly dependent on industrial logic. All the artworks that the collective
reconstructs are as close as possible to the original artworks’ materialities, sometimes in a
deficient way, in order to point out technological discontinuities or dying ecosystems. The
second original is defined by the collective as a media archaeological reconstruction of an
artwork that has disappeared, or is considered obsolete, with its original writing and reading
machine (i.e. the hardware and software). This reconstruction does not exclude either emulation
or simulation, which can be used to recompose a particular part of the artwork.
The ZKM | Center for Art and Media Karlsruhe is applying this concept as a
complementary conservation strategy for disappeared digital and media artworks of its
collection, among other preventive and proactive strategies.
The ZKM started collecting and producing digital artworks in 1989. At that time, there
were no standardized approaches for the management of digital and media art collections. The
maintenance of the artworks was mainly based on individual specialists with very specific
knowledge of some of the artworks. The ZKM has now been working for years to transfer this
knowledge, distributed among many individuals, years of communication via email, printed
documents scattered over different locations and every other piece of information into a
sustainably structured documentation. With a committed interdisciplinary team, the ZKM is
closing the documentation gaps for the 169 computer-based artworks and about 100 analog video
sculptures and installations in its collection. The ZKM is following a cross-disciplinary/crossdepartment model, which is the most effective model for such large media and digital art
collection. Two departments share this responsibility: Wissen (Collection, Archives & Research)
and Museum and Exhibition Technical Services. Our cross-disciplinary team is composed of
specialists coming from different fields such as computer science, art history, restoration and
engineering with specific knowledge in cybernetics, historical computers and operating systems
(MAC Classic, SGI, DEC ...), software development and electrical engineering. Since its
creation, the ZKM has always been a place of experimentation in exhibition scenography,

presentation and mediation of digital and media artworks. It is only natural that the conservation
of its digital and media art collection is following the same path. We always have been
encouraged and free to experiment and transform researches and theories into hands-on
procedures for the collection.
An article published in 2018 for the 15th International Conference on Digital Preservation
(iPres18) details how we made experience in preserving existing artworks with their initial
software and hardware components by using the duplication strategy:
“First, it is worth pointing out that we usually try to maintain artworks in their historical
technological environment as long as possible. Not necessarily with the computer
acquired along with the artwork, it can be the same model or at least a computer from the
same period compatible with the initial operating system. […] To keep old artworks
alive, the ZKM based its preservation strategy on the mantra “Lots Of Copies Keep Stuff
Safe”8. This means we are always trying to accompany the artwork with a spare ready-torun computer and spare hardware/peripheral if needed (mouse, camera, sensor, screen
etc.). Instead of keeping the backups on our servers and magnetic tapes, we additionally
implement them on spare computers in order to create multiple, identical, and functional
examples of the entire hardware-software environment.”9
This duplication strategy, coupling the redundant data backup and the purchase of spares, is
considered as preventive conservation. This strategy is implemented in the conservation practice
of the ZKM for several reasons. First of all, the ZKM has a large stock of spare parts for
computers and CRT monitors as well as backups of old operating systems, plugins, drivers,
libraries and other software components that allow applying this strategy for its collection. Then,
by duplicating, no breaking changes are made to the software environment or peripherals
avoiding thus any alteration of the artworks’ behaviors and outputs. It also has the additional
benefit of removing time-pressure in case of a breakdown during exhibition. As a matter of fact,
testing the backups on their assigned equipment prior breakdown avoids discovering unknown
hardware specificities, incompatibilities or license key issues. Since early-acquired artworks are
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documented afterward, this duplication strategy is the easiest way to gather this missing
information.
The artworks, preserved in this state, gives the public the opportunity to experience the
artwork as initially, when it was created, with its wear and tears, glitch and bugs. They are also
an entry point into software studies, media theories and media archaeologies. Unfortunately,
most of the time, the historical versions of the artworks are only exhibited in house because of
their high fragility and dependency to industrial hegemony. The ZKM’s facilities, skills,
resources, spares and tools are required to install and furthermore maintain these artworks in
exhibition. Thus, at the same time, systematic proactive preparation of the artworks’ migration to
contemporary computer systems and software is carried out. We have to be pragmatic in order to
allow other museums, which might not have these resources, to have access to the collection.
Therefore, for loan purposes and future exhibitions, updated versions the closest to the initial
version are created within newer media technical environments for easier handling, installation
and maintenance. This version is usually created with the help of the artists, while the historical
version is still in working order.
To create an updated version of an art piece, no documentation can prove to be more
efficient that the initial artwork itself. That is the reason why media archaeological
reconstruction is used as a complementary conservation strategy besides duplication and
migration. In cases where the historical version no longer works or no longer exists, it is repaired
or rebuilt from scratch with historical parts. This repaired or rebuilt artwork is considered as a
second original. This archive’s purpose is to provide a reference point. We need to have a firsthand experience of how the artwork operates and looks/sounds like in its given historical
software-hardware ecosystem. This experience is paramount to compare the results of the
forthcoming updating processes.
3 PRACTICAL CASES: YUPPIE GHETTO WITH WATCHDOG, WHITE DEVIL AND
BORDER PATROL BY PAUL GARRIN AND DAVID ROKEBY, 1989-1995.
In 2017, the ZKM initiated a general assessment of its collection to target early-acquired
artworks without documentation. Since the ZKM did not establish conservation and management
policies at the moment of acquisition, several artworks were documented afterward with the help
of the artists and the members of the technical team working at the ZKM since 1997. Three

artworks by Paul Garrin10 and David Rokeby11 have been rescued thanks to this assessment:
Yuppie Ghetto with Watchdog (1989-1990), White Devil (1992-1993) and Border Patrol (19941995). The first two are ground-breaking interactive LaserDisc video installations and the third is
using a revolutionary Macintosh video tracking system.
Yuppie Ghetto with Watchdog and White Devil were both exhibited in 1994 for Paul
Garrin’s first New York show Watch Your Back in which he investigated the potentials of
surveillance. Eleanor Heartney described them as follow:
“In Yuppie Ghetto with Watchdog, an upscale cocktail party proceeds before a picture
window beyond which are visible various scenes of urban terror. Flickering images of
police battling rioters or fanning out across eerily deserted streets fail to evoke any
response from the giggling, well-dressed couples who raise their champagne glasses.
Meanwhile, just in front a snarling German shepherd appears on a video monitor. Keyed
to the viewer's movements in the space, the dog becomes ever more vicious and loud as
one approaches. In the second video piece, White Devil, a large screen offers a night
scene of an elegant suburban mansion bursting into flames. Just below the viewers’ feet
the image of another watchdog (this time, a pit bull) paces across a bank of 12 video
monitors set into the floor [Fig.1]. Again, it is our movement that galvanizes the dog into
action, and he lunges mercilessly toward us, following us as we move from one side of
the installation to the other.”12

Fig.1: Screenshot of the video file of White Devil’s digitized LaserDisc titled “Left” (time code 00:11:35)
© Paul Garrin ; ZKM | Zentrum für Kunst und Medien Karlsruhe
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Both artworks are using Sony LaserDisc players 1550, the only serial-controlled LaserDisc
players that can do an instant jump cut to any clip with +/- 100 frames. White Devil is more
complex as the six LaserDisc players are mounted as pairs13. Coupled with time base correctors,
the jumps between active and queued pairs of LaserDisc players are indistinguishable; the dog
moves smoothly and follows the visitor through the twelve monitors. For both artworks,
premises of David Rokeby’s Very Nervous System are implemented. This system can track a
person’s movements in a large space. A CCTV video camera sends images to a computer that
analyzes consecutive frames to detect motion and presence. Using custom-made electronics and
software, David Rokeby’s system allows to display different sets of clips according to the
visitor’s position within a zone. The Very Nervous System in its final development is used again
for Border Patrol. David Rokeby describes:
“The piece was made up of a wall, topped with razor-wire, with multiple embedded
screens in its face. Four robotic cameras were mounted on the wall, each with a
secondary tracking camera. [The] software located heads within the images of the
tracking cameras and directed the robotic cameras to follow heads as precisely as
possible. The robotic cameras were very fast and had very long imposing lenses on them.
Spookily, as the camera followed you, you were always looking directly down the
"barrel" of the lens. The images from the robotic cameras were displayed on the
embedded screens, and once the system had locked onto a head, crosshairs would form
and the sound of sub-machine gun fire would rip out of the hefty subwoofers behind the
wall.”14
Stationary cameras function as visual sensors to the Very Nervous System (VNS) interface by
David Rokeby that controls the positioning of robotic "snipercams" which lock onto moving
targets (the viewer's heads) and "fire shots" (audio of gunshots). The viewer sees his/her image
on video monitors, set into the face of the wall, in the crosshairs of the snipercam. Each of the
four autonomous snipercams can track up to 32 individual objects and monitor their status.
There was no documentation for these three artworks: the setup had been made by Paul
Garrin based on his memory each time the artworks had been installed. The sixteen crates
containing the three artworks were opened in March 2018. A first inventory of the material was
13
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made and the computers were inspected. Unfortunately, all Macintosh and Amiga computers
were badly damaged by the storage: computers’ CMOS batteries had leaked acid on other
components, residual dust, highly hydrophilic, had formed a thick layer difficult to remove and
more dramatically, most of the hard drives were out of order. As there were no established
conservation policies at the time of acquisition, no compulsory backups or archival copies had
been made: the artworks’ software ecosystems had been stored on computers and put into
storage. Therefore, the condition report was unequivocal: the data of Paul Garrin’s artworks was
lost. The lack of documentation was even more dramatic: sixteen crates of equipment without
any wiring diagram or documentation of the behavior. A full reconstruction of the artworks was
necessary. Paul Garrin, without whom a reconstruction would have been impossible, was
contacted. In the opinion of both the artist and the ZKM team, the easiest way to understand the
complexity of the artworks was to set them up and make them work as they were originally.
Indeed, even though Paul Garrin had sent us clips where the quirky behavior of the LaserDisc
playback could be seen, the artworks could not be reconstructed from scratch if we were not
experiencing it first. Consequently, a one-year research project with Paul Garrin was initiated in
2019 in order to make a media archaeological reconstruction of the three artworks.
After a complete inventory of the contents of the crates, a rescue plan was drawn up to
preserve all the hardware and software components still available. The original LaserDisc were
digitized. Disk images of the floppy disks were made. The reading heads and other dirty
components of the LaserDisc players as well as the Macintosh computers were cleaned. Yuppie
Ghetto with Watchdog’s Macintosh Quadra 605 was not powering on. The power supply was
exchanged. The fans were spinning but there was no sound or display. This generation of Apple
computers is no booting if the CMOS battery is depleted, as it maintains the time, date, the hard
drive configuration and other settings in the CMOS memory (Complementary Metal-OxideSemiconductor). This battery was therefore replaced as well. The computer was still not booting.
After close examination of the board, two damaged capacitors were identified and replaced. The
Macintosh computer was finally booting. The 1992 Quantum hard drive was, as expected, not
found by the Macintosh boot manager. This type of hard drive used by Apple are well known to
fail quickly. The hard drive was then frozen for 24 hours in order to unlock the metal
components, without success. As a last attempt, the hard drive was opened in a safe space to see
if the mechanism could be unlocked by hand. At that point, there were no doubt anymore about
the poor condition of the hard drive and the impossibility to recover the data: the rubber
supposed to damp the read /write head had melted over time and had become completely gooey
14
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[Fig.2]. Instead of bouncing slightly, the back of the head was trapped in this slime. Even though
this rubber was cleaned and replaced, the drive remained unreadable. The hard drive was
therefore replaced with a compatible one as well as the floppy drive in order to reinstall the
operating system MAC OS 7 with the original floppy disks. The floppy disks were stored in the
same conditions than the hard drive and yet were still readable. Meanwhile, Paul Garrin had
found a backup of the program on 3,5 floppy disks in its archives. The disk image was easily
implemented in the computer as the software is mostly self-contained. The whole setup of
Yuppie Ghetto with Watchdog was tested in May, 2019, with a LaserDisc player Sony 1550, a
CCTV black and white camera and the original custom-made VNS interface and LaserDisc. Due
to the lack of documentation, the calibration of the software was not possible. The original setup
was tested again in November, this time with Paul Garrin on site [Fig.3]. This hands-on
experience proved to be a really fruitful process, as a lot of small but significant technical details
were remembered by Paul Garrin during the setup. The wiring diagram, prepared remotely with
him, was completed and the control flow between the video camera and the LaserDisc through
the interface was identified. The software content, components and calibration were fully
documented and the artwork’s behavior was recorded.

Fig.2: detail of the melted rubber of Yuppie Ghetto with

Fig.3: overview of Yuppie Ghetto with Watchdog during

Watchdog’s hard drive. Photo © ZKM | Zentrum für

the setup in November 2019. On the left: Macintosh

Kunst und Medien Karlsruhe, photo: Matthieu Vlaminck

computer, LaserDisc player, VNS interface and software
IntAct 4 opened. On the right: monitor with the German
shepherd, CCTV camera and preview monitor. © Paul
Garrin ; Photo © ZKM | Zentrum für Kunst und Medien
Karlsruhe, photo: Morgane Stricot.

Having the experience of Yuppie Ghetto with Watchdog made the repair of the computer
of White Devil faster. The Macintosh hosts the same program made by David Rokeby with new
features. As the dog is displayed on twelve screens, a section of the program is used to define

eight motion zones within the installation’s room. Each zone is linked to a matrix. This matrix is
where the clips to be displayed by the LaserDisc players are identified according to their zones.
Different sets of clips are shown according to the visitor's position within the zone and their
degree of aggressivity (how much they move in that zone). The sets of clips are made according
to a branch tree model. It means the system is non-linear. There are eight sets of clips for the
eight zones and one set for transition. The transition set allows the dog to move from one zone to
another and follow the visitor's movement. All the six LaserDisc players were checked in
October, 2019, in anticipation of Paul Garrin’s arrival at ZKM. Five of them were in working
order but rather unstable. One was out of order. The LaserDisc player of Yuppie Ghetto with
Watchdog was borrowed to replace it as no spare parts had been found on time for the setup in
November. For the sake of this test only three CRT 4:3 monitors were used instead of twelve,
each video being split by four with video wall processors. The exhibition copies of the LaserDisc
found in the crates of the artwork were displaying the dog. The historical setup was a success,
aside from some random jump cuts due to the LaserDisc players’ age. Again, everything was
precisely documented with the help of Paul Garrin.
The Macintosh LC475 of Border Patrol, had surprisingly withstood time better than the
two Quadra 605. The hard drive showed signs of fatigue but was still in working order. A
complete disk image was made and transferred to another more stable hard drive. The Amiga
2000 computers on the other hand, had suffered more. These computers, displaying the targets
on the embedded screens of the installation, were operating at the time in their transport fly cases
covered with foam inside. With time, the degraded foam had created a thick toxic dust layer
inside the Amiga computers. This dust was carefully and completely removed from all the
components of the computer. Once the dust removed, the damages of CMOS battery acid leaking
were discovered [Fig.4]. Damages were different according to each computer, ranging from a
small spot on a blank area of the printed circuit board to extensive damage to the central
processing unit. Two power supplies were no longer working and finally, all hard drives were
unreadable but one. Two functional Amiga computers were made out of the four. This was
nevertheless enough to build one operational system for the historical setup since the artwork
operates with two identical and parallel systems. In November, Border Patrol worked for five
minutes before experiencing technical difficulties due to US/EU power frequency conversion.
But as Paul Garrin said: “it’s only low-tech problem solving now”.
The reconstruction, step by step, of each artwork, is now precisely documented and the
final reconstruction is considered as an archive. This archive is allowing us to understand the
works better and undertake a possible transition to contemporary media for exhibition purposes
as close as possible to this historical version. A reconstruction of these artworks with the help of

new technologies to imitate the same behavior in a hand-size computer could have been faster.
This is also possible that to solve the transition to contemporary media we may need to emulate
the behavior of the legacy hardware15. But without this media archaeological reconstruction,
some paramount knowledge would have been lost. Afterward, it was clear that a direct transition
to contemporary media would have been at risk to lose the character of this unprecedented
system. Indeed, these three artworks are retrospectively paramount for the history of interactive
computer-based video art. Paul Garrin and David Rokeby created and designed custom-made
software and hardware to bend the technology of their time to do what the industrial world was
not able to offer at that time. The technology they needed did not exist so they created it. How
artists envisioned future technologies is what media archaeological reconstruction intent to
explore.

Fig.4: CMOS battery acid leaking on one of Border Patrol’s Amiga computers.
Photo © ZKM | Zentrum für Kunst und Medien Karlsruhe, Photo: Matthieu Vlaminck

4 PRACTICAL CASES: WIPE CYCLE BY IRA SCHNEIDER AND FRANK GILLETTE, 1969
AND TRACK TRACE BY FRANK GILLETTE, 1972.
Between June 1, 2017 and January 28, 2018, the ZKM presented the exhibition Radical
Software. The Raindance Foundation, Media Ecology and Video Art, curated by George Barker,
Judith Bihr and Margit Rosen:
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“The exhibition presented video works and installations by a pioneering group of
American artists and thinkers, the "Raindance Corporation", which was founded in 1969
as a media think tank and video collective and renamed the "Raindance Foundation" in
1971. In addition to their artistic interests, the members primarily pursued the goal of
challenging the monopoly of commercial television and creating a media counter-public
sphere.”16
For this exhibition, the curatorial team wanted to include two installations that are considered
groundbreaking for video art. First Wipe Cycle by Ira Schneider and Frank Gillette [Fig.5],
which was first shown at the exhibition TV as a Creative Medium, opened in May 1969 at the
Howard Wise Gallery in New York, one of the first exhibitions worldwide to show TV and video
art, and second, Track Trace by Frank Gillette from 1972 [Fig.6].

Fig.5 and 6: Wipe Cycle (left) and Track Trace (right) during the exhibition Radical Software. The Raindance
Foundation, Media Ecology and Video Art.
© Ira Schneider, Frank Gilette; Photo © ZKM | Zentrum für Kunst und Medien Karlsruhe, Photo: Franz J.
Wamhof

As none of these works existed anymore, the ZKM was faced with the challenge of
reconstructing these two historical video installations based on documentary material such as
text descriptions, drawings, videos, and the memories of the artists themselves. Actually, it was
not a surprise that there were no preserved examples of those installations, since early video art
does not differ from early computer-based art, from a conservation point of view. For video art
as well as for computer-based art, the equipment was rarely attributed to the artwork. Most of the
time, in the early days of video art, when the use of video equipment was rare, the artworks
existed for a limited period of time, for example art festival or special events in galleries. Once
16
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dismantled, the used equipment was going back to where it had been borrowed or rented. At that
time, very few artists could afford to assign the equipment they had used to a specific artwork.
The technology was simply too expensive. Video art was considered more like a performance
than a piece for collectors or museums, even if there are exceptions such as Nam June Paik. In
some of his works he used media equipment like monitors as sculptural parts of his artworks.
Unlike the artworks of Paul Garrin, there was a certain amount of documentation
available for Wipe Cycle and Track Trace that gave a clear image of “what it should look like”.
Especially a video recording from the original setup of Wipe Cycle in New York in which Ira
Schneider describes the artwork while standing in front of it, as well as a drawing that was
released in the exhibition catalog of TV as a Creative Medium17[Fig.7]. This drawing can be
regarded as a very good example of efficient documentation. It formed the basis from which the
reconstruction of Wipe Cycle could be started from as it describes the exact behavior in a clear
and understandable form. In addition, several interviews were conducted with the artists, by
phone and in person, to clear up most of the ambiguities. Ira Schneider sent a drawing describing
the technical setup of Wipe Cycle in its initial form. Although it was only a rough draft it gave
important findings on the original technical implementation.

Fig.7: Diagram for Wipe Cycle from the exhibition brochure Tv as a Creative Medium describing the
choreography and timing of the signals switch between the TVs.
© Ira Schneider, Frank Gilette, Howard Wise Gallery

Wipe Cycle consists of nine monitors in a three by three matrix on which a mix of a live
camera image, the same image delayed in time, video recordings and live television programs
can be seen. The displayed images change their position in the TV matrix in a fixed
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Tv as Creative Medium, exhibition brochure, Howard Wise Gallery, 1969.
https://monoskop.org/images/4/4a/TV_as_a_Creative_Medium_1969.pdf [accessed 25 April 2020]

choreography and in addition, a blank image moves counter-clockwise around the outer
monitors, the so-called wipe cycle.
Track Trace rather plays with the shift of time and space. Three cameras record the area
in front of a pyramid of fifteen CRT monitors from different perspectives. The active camera is
switched periodically every three seconds. The recorded camera signal is then delayed on four
levels of the TV pyramid: four seconds, eight seconds, twelve seconds and sixteen seconds.
Thus, on the single monitor forming the first level of the pyramid is the live signal of the active
camera, on the two monitors of the second level is the same signal with a four seconds delay,
then on the three monitors of the third level with eight seconds and so forth till the fifth level.
This way you can see yourself, when standing in front of the pyramid cycling through five
different time levels from three different perspectives.
After the initial phase of intensive research, the various technical possibilities had to be
evaluated as to how the reconstruction could be carried out technically. Two aspects were taken
into account, which, from the point of view of an actively exhibiting museum, should actually be
considered as equally important. The visual impression, the characteristic of the work should be
as close as possible to the initial, but at the same time it is essential to ensure stable and ideally
maintenance-free operation in the exhibition. It quickly became clear that two main tasks had to
be solved for the reconstruction of both installations. On the one hand the playback of a live
camera signal delayed by X seconds and on the other hand automatically controlled routing of
different input signals to different output signals.
In the initial setup of Wipe Cycle [Fig.8], the time delay component consisted of three ½inch video tape recorders (VTR). A first VTR is directly connected to the camera and delivers
the live video signal to the TV in the middle. It also records the camera signal onto the magnetic
tape, which is then routed over deflection roller to the next recorder, where it is played back.
These video tape recorders are placed at a certain distance from each other. The time needed for
the recorded image to travel from one machine to another actually creates the delay of the
camera signal. The longer the distance between the devices, the longer the time delay.
Two other tape devices played two prerecorded videos in an endless loop, which was not
trivial at the time. These reel-to-reel players consist in a full tape reel on one side and an empty
one on the other side. During the playback, the full reel got spooled of and the empty one full.
After the tape is finished, one has to rewind the tape before playing it again. So they used a
device that automatically recognized when the end was reached and automatically rewound and
started the playback again. In addition a live TV signal was also displayed.

Fig.8: Schematic overview of the original setup of Wipe Cycle.
© Daniel Heiss; ZKM | Zentrum für Kunst und Medien Karlsruhe.

All the signals were then fed into a switching component. The technical drawing from Ira
Schneider represents this switching component as a motor that rotates a rod. The rod had screws
in different positions attached to it and while it rotated, the screws were touching electrical
contacts that were triggering the switching of the video signals from one output to the other. To
understand this part of Wipe Cycle, we did a virtual reconstruction of this device by building a
3D model of the mechanical part [Fig.9] and an electronic circuit diagram based on the described
behavior and components that existed at that time18 [Fig.10].

Fig.9: Virtual reconstruction of the mechanical
clock of Wipe Cycle according to the description
of Ira Schneider.
© Daniel Heiss; ZKM | Zentrum für Kunst und
Medien Karlsruhe
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Fig.10: Electrical circuit diagram of the clocked signal
distributor of Wipe Cycle as described by Ira Schneider.
© Daniel Heiss; ZKM | Zentrum für Kunst und Medien
Karlsruhe

Only a limited selection of integrated circuits was available at that time: Integrated Circuits just started to be
develop at that time, but in 1969 there were already integrated flip flop ICs.

So basically, mechanically produced electronic impulses triggered two toggles flip flops
to change their states. Depending on the states of the flip flops, five relays switched the video
signals to the corresponding TVs. For the rotating blank image (the wipe cycle) eight additional
relays were triggered one by one, with a straight ring counter (one-hot counter) consisting of
eight flip flops, which disconnect each of the outer TV individually one by one from the source
signal.
With this reconstruction, the original setup was now fully understood, although it had
never been the goal to use it during the exhibition. Indeed, according to the artists themselves,
this original setup was extremely unstable and broke all the time during exhibitions. They had to
stay constantly with the installation to repair it. For future exhibition purposes, the new setup
should be able to run for 24/7 without supervision.
Ira Schneider had reported two other reconstructions in 1989 19. Dieter Sellin carried out
these reconstructions with the help of VHS video recorders. He remembered that this solution
had also been unstable due to mechanical problems. Furthermore, Ira Schneider also provided a
software that was developed by a student of the Technical University of Berlin20. However, this
application, which could be installed on one or more computers, was discarded because it
imposed too many restrictions on the components that could be used. Another solution had to be
found.
After some tests, the Raspberry Pi minicomputers, in combination with the open source
software Gstreamer21, proved to be perfectly suited to seamlessly connect analog TVs with
digital image processing. In this setup, the images recorded from a network camera are received
over Ethernet, processed and afterward displayed on the composite video output of the
Raspberry Pi. At the same time, this small computer can receive an IP TV live stream from TV
channels from the Internet without antenna or cable TV connection. Two additional Raspberry
are just used as simple video players, that of course have no problem with looping endlessly. The
six resulting video signals are routed through a custom-made crosspoint video switch based on
an IC that is capable to route the six outputs to any of the nine monitors. The chip gets the
control signal from a micro-controller that has the fixed sequence of the original switching
choreography flashed onto it 22. The result is, according to Ira Schneider and Frank Gillette, very
19

The first reconstruction was at the Kongress Halle in Berlin and the second in Kölnische Kunstverein.
Digital Wipe Cycle V.9 by Lukas Müller in 2015.
21
Gstreamer is a super modular and flexible framework to work with audio and video. You can build pipelines to
stream, route, convert and process video signals in uncountable ways.
22
The crosspoint matrix switch is based on the Fairchild FMS6501 IC, which can route twelve composite inputs
onto nine outputs in a programmable way. The mapping of the inputs onto the outputs is controlled via 12C for
example with a micro controller like an Arduino. The code which was implicitly included in the mechanical device
through the position of the screws is translated into a simple and easy to understand Arduino code.
20

close to the initial version in many aspects: especially the rollover when switching from one
signal to another, which looks very much as it is done mechanically.
One very useful module of the new setup is this delay unit23 that was afterward used for
the reconstruction of Track Trace. Indeed, the development of universally applicable modules
based on easy accessible hardware and open source software to close the gap between analog
video sinks and modern video sources makes it now possible to use ready-made modules for
other similar situations. By implementing tasks like time shift on video feeds, programmable
switching between video signals, on-the-fly image processing and video wall signal distribution,
this set of modular combinable entities can imitate many concepts and effects that were used in
video art during the last century.
While the media archaeological reconstruction is useful to understand the initial setup as
much as possible, the migration of part of the media technical ecosystem is required to find more
sustainable solution in exhibition. But it does not necessarily mean erasing the past. Take the
example of the components like the video tape recorder setup used to produce the time delay in
Wipe Cycle or the LaserDisc player used to jump to a defined frame in a video in Yuppie Ghetto
with Watchdog that were replaced with modern software and hardware components. First they do
not interfere with the rest of the technical equipment and secondly, they are a readable
translation of the initial media technical environment. One can read out of the modern code, how
the initial system was operating, and therefore preserves it for the future. This explicit translation
is only made possible if it is based on a media archaeological reconstruction of the artwork rather
than on the direct interpretation of the artwork’s output behavior.

5 PRACTICAL CASE: VIRTUAL SCULPTURES BY JEFFREY SHAW, 1981.
Given the under-representation of early computer-based artworks and analog video
installations/sculptures in art institutions worldwide, considered by many as the result of belated
awareness for this art form, pioneering and emblematic artists of early digital and media art have
begun to approach museums for donations. This was, among others, the case of Jeffrey Shaw,
digital art artist and founding director of the ZKM. On December 12, 2018, Jeffrey Shaw,
offered the opportunity to the ZKM to acquire, as a donation, five of its early artworks he
23

The command to implement the delay is very simple. It’s a Gstreamer pipeline buffering a defined amount of
video frames into RAM before it plays them. The magical buffering is done by the queue object in the pipeline.
Gstreamer is modular by design and can be used from the command line as well as C library and since a few years
there is also a port to RUST. The cost for one delay node is now around 50Euro. The code is open source and easy
to implement.

considers as his milestones to ensure their longevity. The pioneering augmented reality
installation Virtual Sculptures, 1981, was part of this donation:
“In the late 1970s, Jeffrey Shaw and his Eventstructure Research Group partner Theo
Botschuijver embarked on a series of computer graphic and augmented reality
experiments that were inspired by two technologies: first, an age-old illusion technique
called ‘Pepper’s Ghost’ that dates back to the 16th century - a technique that uses a seethrough mirror to create ‘ghost’ images that seemingly float in space; second, the
pioneering virtual reality head-mounted display (HMD) invented by Ivan Sutherland in
1968, which he called the ‘Sword of Damocles’.
Their first artwork that resulted from their joint research was Virtual Sculptures in 1981.
It utilized an Apple II computer to create the 3D computer graphic imagery, a tripod
mounted CRT monitor fitted with a Fresnel lens and see-through mirror and an
interactive design that allowed the viewer to rotate and tilt this monitor so as to discover
animated computer-generated virtual objects floating some meters away at different
locations in the physical exhibition space. This artful apparatus prefigured the augmented
reality (AR) systems that were introduced into the market some twenty years later and
which are currently a fast-developing industry.”24
The initial version of Virtual Sculptures no longer exists. The ZKM has agreed with
Jeffrey Shaw to acquire the artwork as an archive and create a media archaeological
reconstruction for research purposes. During this process, Jeffrey Shaw simultaneously created
an updated version of the disappeared artwork. Both iterations of Virtual Sculptures are using the
same construction as faithful to the initial as possible: 12” black and white CRT monitor, Fresnel
lens, see-through mirror, two apple game paddles and a tripod assembly. The difference raised
when it came to the replication of the appearance of the animated computer graphic images,
simple low-resolution wireframe objects. While Jeffrey Shaw used newly programmed images,
we started a challenging media archaeological reconstruction of the graphics with an obsolete
Apple II computer and its old graphic library.
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Agnes Lin. Catalogue of the exhibition HKACT ! Act 9 WYSIWYG by Jeffrey Shaw. Osage Hong Kong, 12 Nov
2019- 12 Feb 2020.

Fig.11: Apple II+ computer with two 5,25 Floppy disc drivers, two Apple game paddles and a floppy emulator.
Photo © ZKM | Zentrum für Kunst und Medien Karlsruhe, Photo: Morgane Stricot

The reconstruction started with the purchase, on ebay, of one of the first mass-produced
personal computers: an Apple II+ [Fig.11]. Produced in 1979, this obsolete computer needed
some repair to be operational for the reconstruction. Unlike today’s computers, the manual of the
Apple II+ with all the schematics and documentation about the operation and maintenance of the
machine is easily accessible. After reading this manual, the damaged parts of the Apple II
motherboard were identified: ten computer chips, including RAM memory and a slot contact.
Two video chips were unfortunately not repairable. A second (and malfunctioning) Apple II+
was ordered to salvage the working chips and implement them in the first one in order to make
one fully functional device.
For the software part of the installation, Jeffrey Shaw and Larry Abel (software
developer) had used a niche library, only known by an informed public at the time: the
subLOGIC A2-3D1 animation library25. The next step of the reconstruction was then to source,
install and learn the subLOGIC 3D library used to create the simple low-resolution wireframe
objects of Virtual Sculptures. Jeffrey Shaw and Larry Abel did not keep any data, cassette or
disk with the library or the 3D objects. By chance, Bruce Artwick, the founder of subLOGIC
Corporation, had uploaded on archive.org the floppy disk image (.dsk)26 and “a scan of a
photocopy of a manual for subLOGIC’s A2-3D1 routines for drawing 3D graphics on an Apple
25

subLOGIC Corporation is an American software development company. It was formed in 1975 by Bruce Artwick
while attending the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign and incorporated in 1978 by Stu Moment.
subLOGIC created the flight simulation program FS1 for the Apple II in 1980. The company produced software
other than flight simulators, including children’s educational software, 3D graphics software for CP/M, the A2-3D1
animation library for the Apple II, the X-1 video card and 3D graphics software for the PC, and Night Mission
Pinball (1982) which was originally for the Apple II and ported to the Atari 8-bit family, Commodore 64, and MSDOS. (Source : Wikipedia)
26
https://archive.org/details/149_A2-3D1_Graphics [accessed 6 April 2020] (The software was distributed either as
a cassette or a disk, with a typewritten label "SUBLOGIC 6502/APPLE II 3D GRAPHICS")

II”27. In the description, it is made clear by Bruce Artwick that this manual contains enough
information to be able to use the program as the software is pretty unusable without this
documentation.
This manual is composed of 92 pages of pure mathematics. One could expect that you
have to know basic mathematics to be able to code 3D, but today’s software manages to make
you forget this thanks to the user-friendly interfaces. Given the Apple II’s age, this interface is
therefore not existing: one need to have advanced space mathematics knowledge and everything
must be programmed line by line, in assembly language. Assembly language is a low-level
programming language designed for a specific type of processor. This type of programming is a
tedious process since each operation must be performed at a very basic level. While it may not
be necessary to use assembly code to create a computer program nowadays, learning assembly
language provides useful insight into the way processors works.
This project is still in-progress. Once the program rewritten, it will be implemented on
the Apple II+, either by using the original duo floppy disk drives from the computer and two
floppy disks28 (one floppy disk containing the system, DOS 3, one floppy disk containing the
artwork’s program) either by using a floppy emulator29 (more reliable today then actual floppy
disks) [Fig.11]. The ZKM also acquired two original Apple II game paddles [Fig.11] which are
needed to register the two-axis rotation of the viewing device. The updated version is also using
these original Apple II game paddles by hacking them a bit to connect them to a modern
computer.
Before we can finally experience the initial software, an experiment with the optical
system of Virtual Sculptures was conducted with Jeffrey Shaw and shown during the exhibition
Negative Space from March 4, to August 11, 2019 at the ZKM. This version of the artwork is a
demonstration of the optical system only, without the interaction with the public. Instead of the
tripod assembly, a wooden structure was built to host the half-transparent mirror and the Fresnel
lens [Fig.12]. A video of a simple low-resolution wireframe cube was displayed on a 12”
monochrome CRT monitor with a digital video player [Fig.13]. This demonstration gives already
a good impression of the system.
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https://archive.org/details/sublogic-a2-3d1-animation-package-photocopy/mode/2up [accessed 6 April 2020]
Website to purchase floppy disks: https://www.floppydisk.com/ [accessed 6 April 2020]
29
Floppy Emu is a floppy and hard disk emulator for classic Apple II, Macintosh, and Lisa computers. It uses an SD
memory card and custom hardware to mimic an Apple floppy disk and drive, or an Apple hard drive. The Emu
behaves exactly like a real disk drive, requiring no special software or drivers :
https://www.bigmessowires.com/floppy-emu/ [accessed 6 April 2020]
28

Fig.12 and 13: Demonstration version of Virtual Sculptures during the exhibition Negative Space. Wooden
structure (left) and view of the cube floating in the exhibition space through the half-transparent mirror (right).
© Jeffrey Shaw; Photo © ZKM | Zentrum für Kunst und Medien Karlsruhe, Photo: Tobias Wootton

The media archaeological reconstruction of this artwork, both precursor of modern
augmented reality and upgrade of the ancient ‘Pepper’s ghost’ optical method, highlight the
innovative and pioneering aspect of this early interactive system. This is also a chance to gather
more knowledge about former technology and bring together furthermore the Apple II
community in Europe. Many artists used Apple II technologies in the 80s, as Chris Marker,
French film maker and artist, whose artworks are belonging to the Centre Pompidou in Paris.
The reconstruction of Virtual Sculptures is likely to be exemplary for the history of computer
science in regard to digital artistic creation, as well as the study of the possibilities developed by
Apple and used by the artists at that period. The reconstruction by the Poptronics research group
of Dialector30, an early artistic artificial intelligence developed by Chris Marker on Apple IIGS,
or the acquisition of Chris Marker’s Apple II creations on 5,25 floppy disks by the
Cinemathèque Française31are good examples of the current enthusiasm in the field.
6 CONCLUSION.
It could be said, that we have a really strong materialist approach. As a matter of fact, this
decision is putting us in difficult situations sometimes, but this historical curiosity is motivated
by the need to preserve not only artworks but also knowledge. This media archaeological
approach is a unique chance for ZKM workers and researchers to experience the artwork’s
conception and learn more about the artists’ techniques and methods to explore and sometimes
hijack certain technologies prior purposes. Since these artworks are repaired, partially or
30
31

http://dialector.poptronics.fr/ [accessed 6 April 2020]
https://www.cinematheque.fr/ [accessed 6 April 2020]

completely rebuilt with spare parts, the tacit practical user knowledge is passed on from one
generation to another. For example, knowledge like how to install MSDOS with a floppy, how to
boot an Amiga, how to repair an Apple II, how to create a mechanical delay with tape recorders
or how to create an interactive LaserDisc are now explicitly archived.
Indeed, one of the advantage of media archaeological reconstruction is that it helps
preserving the artwork as much as the industrial heritage. Industry is not preoccupied with
preserving its knowledge and use. To fill this gap, technology and industrial museums were
created. They ended up with dead, inert machines under showcases as example of the
information and media technology heritage: a plastic heritage. Because artists used the machines
of their time to make discourses and fulfill particular purposes, the art museum, which collected
their artworks (hardware and software), became by accident the only place where concrete form
of past media can be seen and experienced in action. The machines perform what they were
meant for (and even more than that sometimes).
Can you imagine what will happen if all these artworks are updated all the time? The
theory of perpetual and contextual updating is a functionalist theory. Under the pretext of
wanting to preserve the accessibility of artworks, it becomes the discreet accomplice in the race
for innovation and commercial profits. Contextual reconstruction aims at all costs to find the
current equivalent of an older technology both in its function and in its concepts (thus
eliminating all materiality and any notion of media technical environment). In our opinion, the
goal of conservation and restoration is not to try to guess what the artwork would have looked or
sounded like if artists had access to contemporary technologies.
To make is to know, to rebuild is to learn. To reconstruct artworks, even is an informative
form, is to reappropriate the knowledge, the technical and technological hopes and dreams of
former artists and “make whole again valued knowledge from our singular contemporary cultural
memory. Once exhibited, these pieces enter the collective memory through the viewers’
experience and become knowledge transmitters for those who build them. A layer of materiality
when reconstructed – and even more when unreconstructed – narrates this moment where the
tension between past, present and future technologies meet.”32
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